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VICTORIAN ATHLETIC LEAGUE
ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
Sunday 25 July 2021
Via Zoom (online meeting)
AGENDA
1. OPENING AND WELCOME
2. VOTING ELIGIBILITY
3. APOLOGIES AND ATTENDANCE
4. ACCEPTANCE OF 2019 MINUTES
5. REPORTS
a. President’s report
b. Chief Executive Officers report
c. Rules/Clubs/HRP report
6. SPECIAL RESOLUTIONS
7. LIFE MEMBERSHIP AWARD
8. VALE
9. PRESENTATION OF AWARDS/RECOGNITION OF CLUBS
10. ELECTION OF COMMITTEE MEMBERS
11. FIXTURE
12. FINANCE REPORTS
13. GENERAL BUSINESS
14. FORUM
Meeting closed
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1. OPENING AND WELCOME
2. VOTING ELIGIBILITY
Ballarat, Bendigo, Castlemaine, Docklands, Frankston, Geelong, Hastings, Keilor,
Maribyrnong, Maryborough, Meadowglen, Waverley, Parkdale, Ringwood, Rye, Stawell, St.
Albans, Terang, Wangaratta, Warrnambool.

3. APOLOGIES AND ATTENDANCE
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4. ACCEPTANCE OF 2020 MINUTES
2020
VICTORIAN ATHLETIC LEAGUE
ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
MINUTES
SUNDAY 26 July 2020
10:30am Via Zoom
OPENING AND WELCOME
Stephanie Spence opened the meeting, welcomed attendees and outlined the agenda.
VOTING ELIGIBILITY
Ballarat, Bendigo, Castlemaine, Daylesford, Frankston, Geelong, Hastings, Keilor, Maribyrnong,
Maryborough, Meadowglen, Waverley, Parkdale, Ringwood, Rye, Stawell, St. Albans, Terang,
Wangaratta, Warrnambool.
.
APOLOGIES AND ATTENDANCE
Apologies –
Maryborough
Attendance –
COMMITTEE:
Tom Burbidge (CEO) Stephanie Spence (President)
Andrew McManus (Vice President) Tim Mason (Committee)
Todd Ireland (Committee) Terry O’Donnell (Committee)
Simon Jackson (committee) Paul Kinniburgh (committee)
Mathew Boyes (committee)
CLUBS:
Warren Sinnott (Bendigo) Richard Wearmouth (Warrnambool)
John Henry (St Albans) Malcolm Berg (Keilor)
Rob McIntosh (Stawell) Colin Lane (Frankston)
Gill Hayden (Warrnambool) Gill Hayden (Warrnambool)
Darryl Nettleton (Castlemaine) Ken Plummer (Terang)
Sue Anderson (Ballarat) Peter O’Dwyer (Ballarat)
John Jones (Ballarat) Mark Glassborow (Ringwood)
Terry Kelly (Hastings) Wally Meechan (Rye)
Adrian Tinetti (Daylesford) Ashley Grant (Bendigo)
Kirrily Burnett (VRTA) Greg O’Keefe (Wangaratta)
LIFE MEMBER/ATHLETE/TRAINER/OBSERVER/NOMINEE:
Matthew Webster (observer) Tim Rosen (athlete)
Chris Cartledge (trainer) Brian Marantelli (Life Member)
Nila Blennerhassett (life member) Cam Dunbar (athlete)
Keely Henderson (nominee) Matthew McDonough (nominee)
Arron Downes (observer) Chris Brown (observer)
Dominic Condello (nominee) Matthew Webster (observer)
Noel Rexter (observer)
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ACCEPTANCE OF 2019 MINUTES
Moved: Richard Wearmouth Seconded: Malcolm Berg

REPORTS
President’s report –
Moved: Terry Kelly Seconded: Richard Wearmouth
Chief Executive Officers report –
Moved: Todd Ireland Seconded: Ken Plummer
Strategic report –
Moved: Terry O’Donnell Seconded: Mark Glassborow
HRP/Rules/Clubs report –
Moved: Malcolm Berg Seconded: Paul Kinniburgh
SPECIAL RESOLUTIONS
1. Include the following section to the beginning of “Section 18 – Committee of
Management”
Duties of Committee Members
Committee Members must comply with their duties as Committee Members under legislation and
common law, and with the duties described within the Associations charters. Each Committee
Member must:
(a) exercise their powers and discharge their duties with the degree of care and diligence that a
reasonable individual would exercise if they were a Committee Member of the Association;
(b) act in good faith in the best interests of the Association and to further the purposes of the
Association set out in clause 3.1;
(c) not misuse their position as a Committee Member;
(d) not misuse information they gain in their role as a Committee Member;
(e) disclose any perceived or actual material conflicts of interest in the manner set out in clause 22.4;
(f) ensure that the financial affairs of the Association are managed responsibly; and
(g) not to allow the Association to operate while it is insolvent.
This resolution was PASSED by at least 75% of the members.
2. Reword ‘Section 22.4 – Conflicts of Interest’ to the below:
22.4 Conflicts of interest
(a) A Committee Member must disclose the nature and extent of any actual or perceived material
conflict of interest in a matter that is being considered at a meeting (or that is proposed in a circular
resolution):
(i) to the other Committee Members; or
(ii) if all of the Committee Members have the same conflict of interest, to the Committee Members
at the next General Meeting, or at an earlier time if reasonable to do so.
(b) The disclosure of a conflict of interest by a Committee Member must be recorded by the
Secretary in the minutes of the meeting.
(c) Each Committee Member who has a material personal interest in a matter that is being
considered at meeting (or that is proposed in a circular resolution) must not, except as provided
under clauses 22.4(d);
(i) be present at the meeting while the matter is being discussed, or
(ii) vote on the matter.
(d) A Committee Member may still be present and vote if:
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(i) their interest arises because they are a Member Appointed Committee Member, and the other
Members have the same interest
(ii) their interest relates to an insurance contract that insures, or would insure, the Committee
Member against liabilities that the Committee Member incurs as a Committee Member of the
Association
(iii) their interest relates to a payment by the Associations purpose, or any contract relating to an
indemnity that is allowed under the Incorporations Act
(iv) those Committee Members who do not have a material personal interest in the matter pass a
resolution that:
(A) identifies the Committee Member, the nature and extent of the Committee Members interest in
the matter and how it relates to the affairs of the Association, and
(B) states that those Committee Members are satisfied that the interest should not stop the
Committee Member from voting or being present.
This resolution was PASSED by at least 75% of the members.
3. Include the below item to “Section 18.2 – Committee Constitution”
The committee shall consist of 10 members, and it should seek to achieve a representation aligned
to that of the demographic of the league’s community, including seeking to achieve 40% female
representation.
This resolution was PASSED by at least 75% of the members.
Note, Ballarat submitted a recommended change to the wording however this would require
another 21 days’ notice to clubs to be accepted. It was agreed that Ballarat’s proposed wording was
better, and it would be reviewed at the next AGM or via a special general meeting if desired earlier.
LIFE MEMBERSHIP AWARD
Nil
VALE
Tommy Deane, Norm Lancaster, Barry McLeod, Ted Marantelli, Ted Paulin, Marcus Arnold, Paul
(Bob) Cashin, John McLaren, Peter Cross, Keith Webster.
PRESENTATION OF AWARDS
The president’s award was awarded to Terry O’Donnell for his service to the sport as an athlete, club
member, official and handicapper spanning over 6 decades. Terry steps down from the committee
this year and we congratulate Terry on his tireless contribution to the VAL and pro running.
ELECTION OF DIRECTORS
There were 8 nominations for 5 available vacancies on the VAL committee. The nominees
were:
• Andrew McManus
• Tim Mason
• Todd Ireland
• Matt McDonough
• Dominic Condello
• Keely Henderson
• Richard Wearmouth
• Peter O’Dwyer
The members voted and the following individuals were elected to the committee:
• Andrew McManus
• Keely Henderson
• Tim Mason
• Dominic Condello
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• Matt McDonough
CALENDAR
Due to the Covid-19 pandemic, the calendar for the 2020-21 season was accepted as a draft only.
FINANCE REPORTS
Moved: Paul Kinniburgh Seconded: Rob McIntosh
GENERAL BUSINESS
1. Sue Anderson – Equal prize money for Men’s and Women’s Gifts
Sue communicated that it is a good time to create equal prize money for men’s and
women’s races, and to classify the races as “Men’s” and “Women’s” as opposed to “Open”.
This was supported by Peter O’Dwyer. Darryl Nettleton queried how that could be applied to
Castlemaine’s Women’s 400m worth $4,000 when the Men’s 400m is only $2,000. Stephanie
Spence outlined that the league is already working towards this with clubs and that several
clubs are already moving towards equality in this area, but there is more work to go. Andrew
McManus added that there are many ways to ensure there is equal prize money, citing an
example of ensuring it is equal across the season but not necessarily at every meeting.
2. Richard Wearmouth – Would like to see 2 ‘ticks’ at Warrnambool continue due to the
success of the rule in the 2019-20 season.
3. Richard Wearmouth – Believed there should be U14 & U18 races at every meeting.
4. Richard Wearmouth – Would like to see 2 Masters events at all meetings.
5. Richard Wearmouth – Sponsorship challenges for the coming season are looking increasingly
difficult due to the pandemic. Stephanie responded to say that the league is working
through all the options, including changing the regulations to reduce the minimum prize
pools.
6. Ballarat - Club Toolkit
VAL to communicate with Clubs to seek input for the content of a 'Club Toolkit'. A key aspect
of this product will be to facilitate collaboration between clubs, both in terms of across the
board assistance and support that a club can provide in the areas of sharing organisation (
including Committee contacts and roles), resources, equipment, knowledge, ideas,
marketing, approaches etc. as well as club partnerships. VAL to communicate with Clubs to
assess the viability and benefits of partnering up meets close in proximity. As well as the
broader assistance through club collaboration mentioned above, this close 'sister city'
relationship should bring added benefits of including face to face meetings and financial
support if possible. The actual meets should include some features of this relationship examples: some event prizes could carry bonus' if won at both meets, special celebrity race
between sister city Committee members (not VAL registered) V other club's Committee
members etc.
7. Ballarat - Athletes Fighting Fund
VAL to allocate or secure resources to seek additional funding to support meets struggling
due to the impact of the pandemic on local, existing sponsors, whether through available
grants or corporate sponsors. At a more grass roots level, VAL to establish a bank account
and lead the encouragement to donate via direct debit - go fund me, via emails, social media
and other communications to athletes, coaches, ex-athletes and other supporters to
contribute, ideally ongoing, to an Athletes Fighting Fund. Clubs can also promote this VAL
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initiative to their own supporters and local community via local media, radio, newspapers as
well as social media etc.. Contributors can nominate a particular meet or even event that
they would like their donation to go to. Fighting Fund sponsors will be acknowledged at the
event/meet.
8. Ballarat - Review the 'performance assessment' regulations (16.38 - 16.41) so its intention is
clear and can be administered easily and fairly. The stewarding of the performance
assessment seems to be unnecessarily complicated. A review of the intention of the
performance assessment regulations and administration of the same would be worthwhile
to save stewards, officials, coaches, athletes and others impacted, significant time and angst.
The VAL's main objectives include participation increase and to make the athletic experience
enjoyable. This is a critical objective in our shrinking sport but one that is often forgotten in
the pursuit of stewarding on the day. There have been many occasions where an athlete has
been grilled when in fact they were trying their hardest and worse have not been believed.
How many athletes no longer register/compete due to this? Not all athletes are trying to
win the Stawell Gift, some are trying to win anything; even making a final may be a win to
them; their interest is having fun in a sport they can be competitive in due to handicaps.
From a practical administration perspective, to avoid confrontational, reactionary and
potentially subjective stewarding based on initial opinion, there should be no 'on the day'
meeting. A standard txt message to the athlete that the performance is under investigation
could be sent which would be followed by an objective assessment in accordance with the
regulations and advice provided to the athlete within 2 days, either advising that after
consideration (on the basis above), the assessment revealed no issue, or that a charge will
be made along with the objective reasoning taken to arrive at the charge decision. The
athlete should then have 2 days in which to respond should he/she wish to dispute the
charge. If there is to b e a preliminary discussion it would be great if there was a female
steward available particularly to young female athletes to explain the results of the
investigation.
Apart from the administration of the rules, a redefinition of them would be worthwhile; any
assessment of an athlete's performance should reference the improvement from a PB and not
consider a poor performance. A poor performance is not rewarded; generally a NAP is given and
apart from that it should not matter; all athletes put in poor performances and are inconsistent.
The regulations should clearly state the intention or purpose of the rules to ensure that during
an appeals process this is not lost in favour of a specific interpretation of the regulations.
The purpose or intent of the assessment of an athlete's performance is to uphold the integrity of
the handicapping system. This is achieved if athletes disclose their capability and are able to be
handicapped to run a target time. Handicapping integrity has been breached if an athlete runs
significantly faster than the target time after consideration for track and weather conditions. (
the focus should be on classic and group one races)
For the purpose of implementing this section the athletes personal best performance run in legal
conditions (<+2ms) is to be the benchmark performance.
Meeting end: 12:45pm
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5. REPORTS
a) President’s report
How fantastic that we were able to get back to
organising and conducting pro-running events in
2021! Despite a few of our events looking and
feeling a little different, I was thrilled we had a
season, as I’ll admit there were nights I worried we
were not going to run at all.
A big shout out to our CEO Tom Burbidge, who
despite a cut back in hours due to COVID remained
dedicated to doing all he could to get the season up and running. He spent many hours reading and
re-reading government websites and listening to COVID updates, trying to digest the information
about risk factors, all while trying to create a comprehensive yet easy to follow COVID plan.
I praise the work of the VAL clubs and their volunteers, who persevered with the season and
demonstrated flexibility and resilience. Meadowglen was the first event offering a good trial run of
testing ‘checking in’ as well as having athletes wear their own colours. It seems crazy how we have
now easily adapted to QR codes, when back then it seemed so foreign. No one could believe the luck
of Warrnambool which on January 2, in the absence of a New Years Day meeting at Maryborough,
had to be cancelled due to the weather - a huge 53mm of rain fell, not to mention the lightning!
Poor Ballarat had its event cancelled due to a last-minute snap lockdown but thankfully could
reschedule to the long weekend in March due to the loss of Bendigo.
A memorable moment for me this season came at Parkdale under lights where I witnessed what I
think was the most exciting 2-mile race ever. What a thrill it was for all who attended to see some of
Australia’s best athletes compete and how about that close finish. Another memorable moment was
attending the Stawell Gift weekend and enjoying the glorious weather and racing on offer. It was
definitely different and challenging having athletes and spectators in different zones but great that
the Stawell Athletic Club were able to conduct an event over Easter.
The 2020 AGM saw the Board welcome new members, which has been a great injection of new
ideas and refreshed enthusiasm. I’m sad to say that this season was also the last for some of our
dedicated officials in Chris Brown and in particular I want to thank Brian Marantelli. Your job is often
thankless, but your dedication and time commitment was fabulous.
It takes a committed community to conduct the VAL events, and we have a fantastic one, from
officials, to photo finish, timekeepers and the colour tent, everyone who contributes makes a
difference, thank you.
As we have seen over the last 12 months, COVID is here to say, but despite this, I am hopeful that
with careful planning and organisation, the VAL can operate the 2021/22 season without too much
interruption and the Board can get back to focussing on growing our membership base and building
sustainably for years to come.
Happy running to all
Stephanie
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b) Chief Executive Officer report
I am proud to have successfully delivered 14 meetings over a
condensed competition period, much to the delight of the pro
running community. I would like to thank all athletes, parents,
club members, sponsors, committee members, officials, staff,
and supporters for contributing to the incredibly challenging
season of 20-21.
Administration
The 2020 lockdowns resulted in the leagues paid employment
being reduced to the assistance provided by the job keeper program. This caused the league to
reduce its operating hours by 50% for several months.
As we slowly emerged from each lockdown, the shifting goal posts under the Victorian State
Governments RAD’s (Restricted Activity Directions) was a notable challenge for the competition
model we are so accustomed to. As we worked through different approaches to competition under
the RAD’s, we were reminded of how different pro running is compared to amateur athletics. These
reminders serve us well as we continue to explore opportunities for pro running to thrive in
unconventional settings.
The late changes to restrictions in November allowed the season to commence earlier than we
planned, and we worked fiercely to get underway in the rapidly changing environment.
Due to the frequent changes in restrictions, horrendous weather at Warrnambool, and a snap
lockdown on the Ballarat weekend, we were ‘chasing our tail’ for much of the season. With
commitment to a flowing competition, it was difficult to dedicate sufficient time to strategic goals
set by the league. However, we still managed to complete or contribute to several items outlined
within the strategic plan.
Membership
We continued to work on strategic membership items including building demographic data and
exploring options for improving distance running. We welcomed a large response to our distance
running survey and I am looking forward to executing solutions to increase this important
demographic.
The league estimated a loss in registrations of approximately 15% which proved to be accurate by
seasons end. Given the circumstances, this was a tremendously positive result for the VAL. The
biggest loss in registrations came from interstate athletes. An understandable reduction given the
regular border closures.
A full membership breakdown is available on page 14.
Governance & financial
The survival of the VAL is paramount, so the leagues finances were constantly reviewed during a
volatile past 12 months. The league received several small government grants along with Job Keeper
payments to offset the losses caused by the pandemic. I am relieved to find the financial position of
the league remain like it was pre-Covid.
A financially trying season left little time for making improvements towards our governance
strategies. However, we have already confirmed the strongest list of officials for the 21-22 season
that the league has ever seen. This is a significant improvement to our succession plans for our
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volunteers. The result will see the greater load now shared amongst officials. This also gives the
league a greater ability to attract new officials with a reduced load to bear.
A big thank you to Dominic Condello for building these relationships over the past 24 months.
Handicapping and stewarding
Big improvements to the online handicapping processes have been made. It is estimated that several
hours each week will be saved by each handicapper. Increased transparency of start marks and
sample data is also now available to members, giving them access to information previously
unavailable. More communication will be made on these improvements as we lead into next season.
A big thank you to Brian Marantelli and Chris Brown as they finish up after many years
dedicated to stewarding and handicapping with the VAL. The commitment to their roles was always
dynamic and highly spirited. Thank you!
Marketing and communications
Time contributed to the areas of marketing and communications during the past year was almost
entirely dedicated to sourcing, adapting, and sharing Covid related restrictions and how they would
be applied to stakeholders. Whilst frustrated with the lack of progression with some strategic items,
I remind myself that the VAL has been much more fortunate than some other sporting associations.
In recent months, we have been lucky enough to begin discussions with a supporter of the league to
potentially contribute to the areas of marketing and communications. We are excited and welcome
this opportunity to expand our operation.
Clubs
We recently introduced an additional point of direct contact for clubs, via committee member
Dominic Condello. Acting as a club liaison, Dominic has been improving club relationships by learning
more about the operations and challenges facing each club. Our goals are to create more fluid
communication with member clubs so we can provide better solutions directly and collectively.
Technology
There was a big step forward this past season with 7 of the 14 events being streamed live via 3
different streaming services. A big thank you to Athletics Exclusive for offering VAL clubs a very
affordable service. This was also the first time that the Saturday and Sunday competition at Stawell
was live streamed. The VAL continue to push for more affordable streaming options for clubs as we
strive to live stream every meeting.
The VAL continued to experience bugs with the website that persisted to cost considerable time and
funds. The lacklustre performance of the website related across multiple member modules and
administration pages. The committee have resolved to upgrade the site ensuring we save future
costs and create a greater user experience. The upgraded site is expected to launch prior to the start
of the 21-22 season.
A few highlights from the 2020-2021 season…
•
•
•
•

Wangaratta celebrating its 100th anniversary. An extraordinary achievement!
The fantastic new meeting at Ron Barassi Snr Park in Docklands was a huge hit.
A spectacular 2-mile race unfolded at Parkdale with Australia’s best athletes.
Maintaining impressive membership numbers and completing all 14 scheduled events
whilst enduring bad weather, Covid restrictions and rescheduled meetings.

Regards,
Tom Burbidge
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c) HRP Report
Handicap Review Panel:
The start of the season was delayed but all starter marks were submitted prior to November. The
shorter calendar caused some problems for the handicappers as the credits had to be viewed
differently. We did ask them to give thought to awarding double increments when they were
entitled to the lifts to counteract the shorter season (note this was already in rules) otherwise it was
impossible for most to reach their ceiling. In general, this worked well and the results at Easter
reflected this.
The bonus system worked well again with finalists at Stawell being in the majority in earning the
bonus throughout the year. There is no doubt the meetings during the year benefit by increased
entries.
The introduction of the 2-mile at Parkdale proved one of the highlights of the season as the race was
exceptional and many who attended that day were there for the first time at a VAL meeting. Our
congratulations to Tim Mason and his committee on making the decision to encourage distance
running by introducing these events. There is no doubt distance running has and is struggling and
events like this can encourage more to compete.
The HRP continue to check, advise and adjudicate on handicaps during the season and our thanks to
the panel members in Brian Marantelli, Mark O’Brien and Terry O’Donnell for their input.
The handicappers in Graeme Goldsworthy (sprints). Darryl Nettleton (women and masters), Chris
Brown (400, restricted), Colin Lane (distance) and Andrew McDowell are now very familiar with the
handicap regulations and in general utilise these to help athletes reach their potential. Our thanks
for the long hours they spend in administering the handicaps.
Due to the interstate situation our handicappers are being asked to also handicap at interstate
carnivals (Tasmania, NSW) so the time spent is increasing.
The main problem going forward is the lack of people putting their hands up to serve as an official
and this is the most important thing the board have to address.
Terry O’Donnell
On Behalf of HRP
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REGISTRATIONS
Registration type
New Victorian Athletes
Renewing Victorian Athletes
New 2 Meet pass*
Renewing Victorian Students
Renewing Under 14
New Under 14
Renewing Victorian Trainer
Renewing Victorian Athlete/Trainer
New Victorian Trainer
New Interstate Athlete
Renewing Interstate Athlete
New Interstate Trainer
Renewing Interstate Trainer
New Victorian Athlete/Trainer
Total

2020-21
115
236
44
165
24
30
10
14
3
44
178
4
10
1
878

2019-20
164
263
21
166
13
57
12
19
6
154
231
3
8
0
1117

*The New 2 Meet Pass memberships are also included in the other relevant ‘New’ memberships

RACE ENTRIES
Meeting
Ballarat
Bendigo
Castlemaine
Daylesford
Frankston
Geelong
Hastings
Keilor
Maribyrnong
Maryborough
Meadowglen
Waverley
Parkdale
Rye
Ringwood
St Albans
Stawell
Terang
Wangaratta
Warrnambool

2020-21
773
505
364
513
419
467
317
549
643
416
1416
456
427

2019-20
705
519
572
442
272
N/A
506
562
408
526
294
717
667
633
533
1570
432
374
428
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6. SPECIAL RESOLUTIONS
7. LIFE MEMBERSHIP AWARD
8. VALE
Hugh Peucker, Joe Rozen, Matt Barber, Charles Gregory, Barry Judd, Bob Bergmeier, J J Raven, Ray
Thomas, Gary Barmby, Alan Downes, Gary Middleton, Gary Barmby, Neville Sillitoe

9. PRESENTATION OF AWARDS/RECOGNITION OF CLUBS
The President’s Award will be announced during the AGM proceedings.

10. ELECTION OF DIRECTORS
There are 2 nominees seeking re-election for 4 vacant positions.
Nominations:
Mathew Boyes
Simon Jackson
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11. FIXTURE (draft only)
Hastings
Meadowglen
Warrnambool
Terang
Waverley
Maryborough
Rye
St Albans
Wangaratta
Frankston
Beachside
Ballarat
Keilor
Castlemaine
Maribyrnong
Bendigo
Geelong
Docklands
Ringwood
Stawell

Saturday 20th
Sunday 28th
Saturday 4th
Sunday 5th
Sunday 12th
Saturday 1st
Saturday 8th
Saturday 15th
Saturday 22nd
Sunday 30th
Saturday 5th
Sat-Sun 12th-13th
Saturday 19th
Sunday 27th
Sunday 6th
Sat-Sun 12th-13th
Saturday 19th
Saturday 26th
Sunday 3rd
Sat, Sun, Mon 16th, 17th, 18th

November
November
December
December
December
January
January
January
January
January
February
February
February
February
March
March
March
March
April
April
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12. FINANCE REPORTS
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1. GENERAL BUSINESS (CLUBS)

2. FORUM

SPONSORS
The Victorian Athletic League wishes to thank its sponsors for the 2020/2021
Season. Support the sponsors that are supporting the development of our
sport.

